“Youth on the Move?”
Parallel Workshop Presentations
All sessions in Arts Block

TUESDAY 23rd JUNE
11.45-1300

Group 1A  Venue Hall H, Arts Block
Elise Shelley
The North American Playground: The Impact of the Environmental Movement on Contemporary Urban Play-Spaces

Evelyne Baillergeau & Jan Willem Duyvendak
Transforming Aspirations (Formation and development of aspirations through adolescence)

Marc Husband
Youth identities and new ways of being in the new technological environment

Group 1B  Venue Hall F, Arts Block
Hans Dietrich
Educational upgrading and labour market performance of young low qualified

Giuseppe Acconcia & Paulo Graziano
Youth Unemployment and Public Policies in Italy: The Cases of Milan (Lombardy) and Naples (Campania)

Mairéad Finn & Janine Leschke
Tracing convergence in flexibility and income security for youth during the economic crisis

Group 1C  Venue Hall E, Arts Block
Dianne Looker
The gendered process of becoming adult: The changing transition of adulthood for male and female youth

Annelies Kamp
Teenage parents at school: moving beyond the signified

Cynthia Boomkens & Judeth Metz.
Girls work: A theoretical explanation

TUESDAY 23rd June
16.00-17.30

Group 2A contd.  Venue Hall F, Arts Block
Siobhan McAllister & Nicola Carr
Moving on? Young people’s experiences of justice and transitions from custody

Tim Corney
The Pressures Facing Young People and Professional Youth Work in Australia -Advancing the Human Rights of Young People

Tanja Kovacic
Narratives of Risk, Coping and Resilience in the Context of Social Change: Generational Experiences with Growing Up in Socialist and Post-socialist Slovenia

GROUP 2B  Venue Hall E, Arts Block
Gary Pollock & Mark Ellison
Young People’s understandings of Contemporary Politics: Trust, Representation and Barriers to Participation

Marti Taru
Youth activism and active citizenship in four European Union countries

Helena Helve
Youth and citizenship: Changing value groups and citizenship types of Finnish young people

Sofia Laine
Tunisian (School of) Politics on the Move. Transnational ethnography of change, transformations and mobility

GROUP 2C  Venue Hall H, Arts Block
Arno Heimgartner & Natalia Waechter
Developments in Open Youth Work in Austria

Aurélie Mary
Bridging the gap: incentives to establish cooperation between youth workers and youth researchers

Eeva Sinisalo-Juha
Any Role for Youth Work? Working for the Youth's Identity and Moral Development

Judith Metz & Kamiel Koops & Jolanda Sonneveld
Bridge to Change? Youth Organizing as method of professional youth work
GROUP 3A  Venue Hall B, Arts Block

Carsten Yndigegn
Shaping Europe – Youth on the Move: A case study of European student mobility

Kristin Brogan
The Stay Abroad Experience: A Study of possible transformation of attitudes and identity while being abroad

Valentina Cuzzocrea
Youth staying still: imagining a future in the medical profession as a middle class aspiration

GROUP 3B  Venue Hall C, Arts Block

Manfred Zentner & Verica Pavic Zentner & Gazela Pudar Drasko
Wind in the Sails: European youth mobility programs and policy - comparative study

Trudi Cooper & Jen Couch
Youth migration in Australia- contrasting discourses and policy responses

Ndukaeze Nwabueze & Iyabode Omolara Daniel
Implications of the ICT revolution for youth transition into responsible adulthood in Lagos

GROUP 3C  Venue Hall D, Arts Block

Airi-Alina Allaste
Youth activism: from organisations to internet

Amy Donovan
Traveling with my Roaddawgz: Using Mobile Technologies to Collaborate with Youth on the Move

Aparna Tiwari
Use and abuse of Internet and Mobile Phones: A study of digitally connected Indian youth

Vinod Chandra
Digital Indian Youth: Caught between the ‘virtual’ and ‘real’ space

GROUP 3D  Venue Hall H, Arts Block

Carlo Genova
Titolo: Space-seeing and place-making in new urban sports. Exploring the city skateboard parkour

Margot Mecca
Discovering nightlife: mixing qualitative and visual methodologies to explore and communicate young people’s experience of nightlife

Lejla Mušić
Youth and migration in contemporary cyber world

GROUP 3E  Venue Hall E, Arts Block

Workshop/seminar

The positive potential of youth mobility – how mobility in the youth work context of Erasmus + can have a transformational impact on young people.

Facilitated by 12829Dermot O’Brien and Anne Molloy

GROUP 3F  Venue Hall F, Arts Block

Workshop/seminar

Reengaging with quality practice

Facilitated by Eoin O’Neill, Matthew Seebach, David O’Donovan, Susan Menton and Hilary Tierney